
All right received

Name / Index No. :

Part 01

Answer for all questions.

Each questions carries 02 marks.

o

o

(01). Simplify

10-B+ 2

(02). 304n is this number is divisible by 9, write down the suitable digit that can be put

into the box.

(03). Simplify.

lml
2 300

X6

(04). Write down the century to which the year 1872 AD belongs"

(05). Drar,v all symmetrical axes in this figure.

(06). 1B

24

2

Z

X 3

2

X 3

2

Find the H.C.F of ttrese two numbers.
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(07). Simplify.

Kg g
L2 424

5 840

I rosl. Find the value of 23 x 5
I

I

I

I

(09). If the perimeter of this

value of a
rectangle is46 cm , find the

(10).
215
i, i,i Write these fractions in ascendine order.

(11). Name a reflex angle in given figure. ta) v
c(

(12). Represent the set B as a venn diagrarn

B = { Odd numbers between 10 and ZO

(13) There are 03 equal cicles in this figure. B,C and D

are the centers of these circles. If AE :20 cffi, find
the leanth of AD,

(14). Name apaff of parallel line in this figure.

2
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(15). There are 100 mangoes. 15 out of these mangoes are spoilt. Find the percentage of the

mangoes which are not spoilt.

(16). Find the area of this figure.

'4cm
6cm

lAcm

(t7). There is
' build up

an equ alateral triangle

an equalation for "P".
with leanth of side 1S .If this imeter

(18) Name these tesselations using your knowledge about tesselations,

(i)

(1e). If a = 4
Find the value of 3a 1

(20). If A = {Letter of the word "C0LLEGE" }
Write set "A " as list of elements within curly brackets.
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Part 11

Answer only 05 questiolls.
12 marks carries for each question (Total 60 marks)

Simplify 4.32 x 1,4

Simplify (-s)+(+3)

Simplify . (+8.5)+(-3.4)

(i)

(i i)

(iii)

(03 marks)

(0 1 mark)

{02 marks)

of mangoes are ripe

(01) (a )

{b)

(02) (a )

(b)

(03) (a)

(b)

Mr Perera plucked mangees from mango trees in his garden.

-45and fr of mangoes are unripe and rest of mangoes are spoilt.

(i) Write as a percentage of number of ripe mangoes in total. (02 marks)

(ii) Write as a percentage of number of spoilt mangoes in total (02 marks)

(iii) Are most of these mangoes ripe or spoilt?

Give reason for your ansrver. (02 marks)

Draw a Cartesian plane with the both "x" and 'Y" axes range from 0 to 7.

(02 marks)

Plot the following points on the above Cartesian plane.

A(2,5) B(2,5) C(1.,4) D{.2,7) E(4,1) F(5,4) G(4,s) H(4,6) (03 marks)

Join the above points-with straight line segment in order to obtain a closed

figu re.

(i) Simplify.

1.2m*5n-4m-2n

(01 ma rks)

(02 ma rks)

(ii) When Rs.l50 given to buy 5 oranges, Rs.15 balance received. Take the price

of an orange as x rupees, build up an equation including x. 02 marks)

(iii) Simplify the equation (ii) find the price of and orange. (A2 marks)

(i) Write down iltmber of edges, vertices and

faces of the given square based pyramid (03 marks)

(ii) Write down Euler's relationship. (01 mark)

(iii) If a certain solid has 8 faces and 6 faces,

find the number of edges of the solid.

using the Euler's relationship (03 marks)

?
5

(i)

(i i)

(iii)

Do the followit g constructions using the straight edge and

(i) Construct a circle of radius 4cm

(ii) Constru ct a reglllar hOxagon which are the vertices

the pair of compass.
' (02 }/rarks)

on the above circle.

(03 marks)
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(04) (a )

A vessel B vessel

Vessel A had 2L amount of soft drink. 750m1 amount of soft drink put into another

B vessel from A..

(i) After that find the ratio befween the amount of soft drink in vessel A and

vessel B in simpleSt form. (O2marks)

(ii) When Amal and Kamal divide the soft drink in vessel B as the ratio is 2 : 3.

Find the amonnt of soft drink each received. (03 marks)

(b) Simplify the following fractions.

(i)

(ii)

(iii) When Amal goes to his friend's

and rest of S I m goes by bus.
2v

to his friend's house.

(02 ma rks)

(02 marks)

house, he goes 2; km by a three wheeler

Find the total distance from Amal's house

(03 marks)

L ,2
-f-105
?_!
36

(0s) (a) _ (l l
(ii)

Express as a ratio, the scale diagram when 6m reptqtg!! by lcm (02 marks)

In a map drawn to the scale l:50000, find the actual length represented by 5 cm

(02 marks)

length of a rectangular shaped assembly hall is l20m and its breadth is 30m.

Write a suitable scale to draw the scale diagram of the floor of this building.
(02 Marks)

Drar,v the scale diagram of the floor of the building using the selected scale.

(05 marks)

The length, breadth and height of a rectangular shaped box are 6cm,4cm, 3cm

respectively.

3cm

4cm

How many small cube with 1 cm3canbe packed in the bottom of this vessel?

, (02 marks)

How many small cube with 1 cm3 canbe frlled this vessel? (02 marks)

Find the volun:e cf the rectangular shaped wooden piece with length , breadth

and height ate 8cm,Scm,4cm respectively (02 marks)

(b) The

(i)

(ii)

(06) (a)

(i)

(ii)

fiiit

750m1

6cm

lirl
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According to the information in
(b) rectilinear plane figure given in

name r,vith letters in column B

A

(i) Isosceles triangle

(ii) Right angled triangle

(iii) Concave polygon

(iv) Pentagon

(v) Scalene triangle

(vi) Convex polygon

given figure, match the name of
column A to the relevant figure

B

P QRST

CDE

CPBRS

ABC

AB CD

ACD

.,/ .l-.'

.r t.,'

].'r I :
.\-i t.r)

.1 : :

;.+: i

,. l:

i. i-,,,

ii

(07) (a) The

Science

Marks

(b) Choose the belor,v mentioned events according to the

given table and rvrite the suitable letter in relevant

columns.

marks obtained by Pabasara during tu,'o terms for Mathematics,

are shown in the multiple column graph.

Sinhala, English and

Subject

(i) If she got 90 marks for English in first term and 80 marks in second term. Mark them on

the above graph. (02 marks)

(ii) Which subject ismore progress first term than second term? (02 marks)

(iii) What is the total mark she got in second term? (02 marks)

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(F)

Tossed a coin landing heads up.

There are equal size of red buttons in abag.

Getting the button is red colour.

Construct a triangle using only two straight

lines.

The sun rises from the East in the mornins.

a

Getting odd numbei by adding two even numbers

The
events
that
definitely
occur

The events
that
definitely
do not
occur

Randorn
events

(06 marks)

t,

(06 marks)

t*,'r)a'r:r".5'
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